SPECTRUM
GLAZED
TILES

OBJECTIVES
Students will...
• Gain an appreciation and understanding of the craftsman movement and style
• Learn a new glazing technique
• Apply color theory knowledge

RESOURCES
www.artsandcraftstile.com

Developed with Melissa Niemierowski
New Jersey
Grades 6-12
DIRECTIONS

1. Draw simple line drawings for tile designs on paper the size of the tiles. In this case, the tiles are 6” x 6”.

2. Transfer the drawing to the tile by layering a sheet of transfer paper between the drawing and the tile.

3. Draw over the design lines with pencil.

4. Draw over the lines with the raised accent glaze and fire the tile in the kiln.

5. After the tile has been fired, continue to add the first layer of color with glazes and fire for a second time.

6. Add more details to the tile with the SuperWriter pens and fire a third time.
THE TILES CAN BE FRAMED OR MOUNTED IN A MURAL.
MATERIALS LIST

- Nasco Spectrum® Glazed Tile SuperWriter Kit — 9729144
- Aluminum Ruler, 12” — 2100207
- Nasco Budget White Sulphite Drawing Paper 12” x 18”, 80 lb. — 9700929
- PRISMACOLOR® Premier Ebony Black Drawing Pencils, box of 12 — 9728151
- Saral® Transfer Paper, black 12” x 12-ft. roll — 9722550